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Integral experiments are a rich s'Ource 'Of inf'Ormati'On w油 whicha wide range 'Ofvalidati'On and comparis'On exercises can be 
made in the activati'On data field. Having access t'O a variety 'Of s'Ources a11'Ows the energy dependence 'Ofthe analysis t'O be m'Ore 
c'Omplete. Materials s叩 lpleswere irradiated in a wide range 'Of simulated fusi'On D-T neu仕onfields at JAERI FNS， Sergiev 
P'OsadSNEG・13，FZK Is'Ochr'On-cycl'O仕'Onand ENEA FNG and different resp'Onses such as neu仕'Onspec仕a，emissi'On spectra， 
kerma， radi'Oactivity and decay heat have been measured， a11'Owing direct c'Omparis'On with the c'Ode predicti'Ons. The results 'Of 
世ledi任erentvalidati'On exercises， when c'Orrelated with 'Other s'Ources 'Of inf'Ormati'On， led t'O a set 'Of c'Orrective measures t'O be 
taken 'On s'Ome imp'Ortant reactions叩 dthese were implemented 'On白eEuropean Activati'On File EAF・99.These include cr'Oss 
secti'On ren'Ormalisati'On， pr'Ofi1e c'Orrecti'On in a given energy range， thresh'Old and Q-value correction， partial cr'Oss secti'On 
adjus加 ent阻 deven new energy-dependent is'Omeric branching rati'Os. 
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1. Introduction 

Integral experiments are a rich s'Our印'Ofinf'Ormati'On with 

which a wide range 'Of validati'On and c'Omparis'On exercises 

can be made in the activati'On data field. The broad仕'en也'Of

the time d叩endentvalues 'Of the calculated・.t'O剛experimental

rati'O喧representthe best es出 1脚 s'Ofthe uncertainties白紙need

ωbe applied t'O predicti'Ons made with activati'On c'Odes. 

Validati'On 'Of∞ de predicti'Ons by means 'Of direct c'Ompari-

s'On with integral data measurements all'Ows n'Ot 'Only the cal-

culati'Onal meth'Od t'O be ce出fiedbut als'O generates the type 'Of 

inf'Ormati'On that is necessary t'O indicate any inaccuraεy'Or 

'Omissi'On that may既 istin也enuclear data base. Materials sam-

ples were irradiated in a wide rangβ 'Of simulated D-T neu仕on

fields at JAERI FNS， Sergiev P'Osad SNEG-13， FZK Is'Ochr'On-

cycl'Otron and ENEA FNG and different resp'Onses such as 

neutr'On spectra， emissi'On spectra， kerma， radi'Oa心tivityand 

decay h朗 thave been measured， all'Owing direct c'Omp恒 is'On

with the ∞de predicti'Ons. 

The results 'Ofthe different validati'On exercises， when c'Or-
related with 'Other s'Ources 'Of inf'Ormati'On， led t'O a set 'Of c'Or-

rective measures t'O be taken 'On s'Ome imp'Ortant reacti'Ons and 

these were implemented 'On the Eur'OpeanActivati'On File EAF・

99 (1). These include cross secti'On ren'Ormalisati'On， profile c'Or-
recti'On in a given energy range， thresh'Old and Q陶 valuec'Orrec陶

ti'On， partial cross secti'On adjustment and even new energy-

dependent is'Omeric branching rati'Os. The fact that s'Ome 'Of these 

benchmarks were perf'Ormed by several research instituti'Ons 

using different activati'On c'Odes and decay data has all'Owed 

clarificati'On 'Of也.ereas'Ons f'Or certain discrepanci回.Thesehave 

been f'Ound t'O be partly due t'O innaccurate decay data， partly 
ωina∞町atecross secti'On data， and partly t'O a variety 'Of inad-
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equate calculati'Onal processes. 

11. Integral experiments 

F'Our different experimental set-up have been used f'Or也 IS

validati'On w'Ork. The experiments themse1ves have been car-
ried 'Out in the EU， RF and Japan during the past years in lab'O-

rat'Ories with different neu仕ons'Ources， irradiati'On and me制-

urements meth'Ods. Having access t'O a v紅白砂'Ofs'Ources姐 d

samples has all'Owed the analysis t'O be very br'Oad. 

1. ENEAFNG 

In the Frascati Neutr'On Gen釘at'OrσNG)a deuterium beam 

is accelerated and f'Ocussed 'On a fixed仕itiatedtitanium target 

t'O pr'Oduced nearly is'Otr'Opic 14 Me V neu仕'On伽 oughT(d，n)4He 

reacti'Ons. The i'On beam， pr'Oduced by a D'Oplasmatron， de-
flected by a 900 bending magnet， is accelerated by a three gap 

unif'Orm gradient linac accelerat'Or. The beam is f'Ocused by 

means 'Of a magnetic甘ipletquadrup'Ole 'Onto the target situated 

nearly 2 metres away企omthe tube. The deuteron beam has an 

energy 'Of260 KeV and a current 'Of 1 mA. The neu仕oninten-
sity reaches 1.0xl011 nls with a maximum 'Of 1.0xlOlO nlcm2.s 

'On the sample. The tritium c'Ontent in the target is ab'Out 370 

Gbq producing a target lifetime 'Of ar'Ound 10 h'O町s.

2. FZK Isochron・cyclotron

百leKarlsruhe Is'Ochr'On・cycl'O住onproduces a 19 Me V deu-

teron beam using c'Onstant radi'O企equencywith a shaped mag-

netic field. The target is fixed， water c'O'Oled and made 'Ofbe-
ryllium. The deuter'On current can be up t'O 15μA leading t'O a 

n即位'Onflux 'Of 1.5x1010 nlcm2.s 'On a sample 'Of 1 cm2• Higher 
values can be achieved with smaller sample sizes. The neu仕'On

energy， due t'O deuteron stripping can reache 22-23 Me V but 

with a very l'Ow yie1d ab'Ove 19 Me V. 
Theneu仕'Onenergy spectrum is c'Ontinu'Ous， white， and dif-
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fers from that due to a pure 14 Me V generator in ways that 

broaden the energy base for validation. 

3. Sergiev Posad SNEG-13 
At Sergiev Posad a 300 Ke V electrostatic acce1erator de-

livers a beam of deuterons， up to 300 mA， on a large tritium 

bearing titanium rotating target. Two sample positions at an-

gles of 40 and 730 with respect to the deuteron beam have been 

used. The neutron flux density in the sample reaches 1.0xlO13 

nls withhighlypeakedmean energies of14.37 and 14.93 MeV 

respective1y. Irradiation times in such an experiment have been 
routinely up to several days， allowing the build-up oflong lived 
isotopes， and so increasing the count rates. 

4. JAERIFNS 
14 Me V neutrons are generated by a 2 mA， 350 Ke V deu-

teron beam impinging on a stationary tritium-bearing titanium 

target. The total neutron flux at the sample location， can be up 

to 3.0 1010 nlcnr.s， the same order of magnitude as in the first 
wall of白eJET tokamak when operating succ巴ssfullywith D-

T plasma. Sample chamber positions at angles of 00 and 800 

with respect to the deuteron beam could be used. Earlier ex-

periments using a rotating target increased by an ord巴rofmag-

nitude the neutron yield. 

τbe major advantage of this experimental set叩 liesin the 

development and implementation on site of new measurement 

techniques with high sensitivity and rapid response. The de-

cay energy in an irradiated thin sample was measured in the 
Whole Energy Absorption Spectrometer (WEAS) which com-
prises two large bismuth-germanate BGO scintillators in a geo-

metric arrangement which provides almost 100% detection 

effici巴ncyfor both s and千rays.Using the highly sensitive 

WEAS method， both s and 千raysdecay energies were meas-

ured at selected cooling times as early as one minute aft巴rthe 

irradiation end巴d.The overall experimental uncertainty totals 

between 6 to 10%.百leWEAS provides high sensitivity， less 

血an1 P W， which is valuable for measurement of some nuclides 

with long half-lives. It also has a wide dynamic range: meas幽

urements of up to a few μW have been achieved. 

For both FNS and FNG experiments broader， more 
thermalised neutron spec仕ahave been obtained when the tar-

get and sample areas have been surrounded by different types 

of structure. These mock -up assemblies are there to be仕ersimu幽

late plant conditions and the resultant neutron spectra. 

111. Benchmarking 

Much ofthe high energy nuclear data is based on calcula-

tions， relying on model codes to predict the excitation白nc-

tion. Although a certain number of measurements have been 

made and used， the calculations of activation characteristics 
require comparisons of such calculations with experimental 

measurement to be made. 
Activation calculations are performed by computer codes 

which solve the large number of coupled differential equations 

(the Bateman equations) which govem the generation and de・

cay chains for the many nuclides involved. They rely on a large 

volume of nuclear data， both neutron induced cross sections 
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and radioactive decay data. These include energy-dependent 

partial reaction cross sections for all neu仕onreaction in a com-

prehensive range of nuclides， together with isomer ratios in 
the product nucleus， as well as all nuclear half-lives and decay 
branching ratios. 

The European Activation System， EASY， has been used to 
perform these validation exercis回.Two cross section data bases 

have been accessed using the 97 version ofthe FISPACT code 
(2): EAF-97 (3) and FENDL/A・2.0(4). The decay data libraries 

used with the同(0cross sections libraries are also di貸erent:the 

EAF-97 decay data and the FENDL/D-2.0 data respectively. 

In order not to bias the experimental spectral data， the groupwise 
libraries used in the calculational scheme both co汀espondto a 

175 Vitamin-J groups structure collapsed using a flat micro 

flux weighting function. 

The results ofthe different validation exercises， combined 
with other sources of information， led to a set of corrective 

actions to be carried out on some important reactions. These 
were implemented in EAF.・99.The fact that these benchmarks 

were performed by several research institutions using differ-

ent activation codes and decay data has allowed clarification 
ofthe reasons for many discrepancies. 

IV. Nuclear data validation and re-evaluation 

From such validation exercises much information can be 

extracted and conclusions drawn. However， the special feか

tures of each require caution to be applied when drawirtg or 

projecting conclusions企omthe results. 

The general田ndofthe CA or (C-E)A ratios of a particu-
lar response indicate the correctness of the calculation. It is 
important to keep in mind the inevitable experimental uncer-

tainty bound while assessing the agreement. The time depend-

ence of a specific response indicates the consistency of half-

life between measurement and calculation. The time depend-

ence ofthe comparison has to be clearly established and it was 

not surprising to see some fluctuations in the degree of agree-

ment with time. This is due to the fact that the set of predomi・
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nant radionuc1ides evolves with time in direct relation to their 
half-lives. 

For all these response it is evident that the set of dominant 

isotop回 needsto be known. Experimental measurements re1y 

generally on gamrna energy line counts to detect the isotope 

types while the calculations rely on pathways analysis. 

The results of all the different validation exercise (5-13)， when 
correlated with other sources of information (i.e. EXFOR or 

new data measurements)， led to a set of corrective measures 

to be taken on some important reactions. Corrective actions 

inc1uded cross section renormalisation， shape correction in a 

given energy range， thresholdand Q-value correction， partial 
cross section adjus位nentand some new energy-dependent iso-

meric branching ratios. A few graphical examples are given 

be1ow， with details in the captions. 
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Anew measurement ofthe tota1 cross section at 14.5 MeV 
suggest a va1ue of 42 mb. Time dependent CIE of Cu sam-
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Fig. 5 Na・23(n，a): F・20(11.0 s). 

Experimenta1 information on NaZC03 indicates a 20% un-
derestimation ofF-20 that is perfect1y corroborated by the 
cross section measurement contained in EXFOR. 
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Fig. 8 Si圃 30(n，α.):Mg・27(9.45 m). 

A new cross section measurement at 92 mb corroborates the 

20%under官stimationpredicted by calculations on a Si02 
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Sr.・88(n，p): Rb・88(17.8 m). 

A perfect excitationぬnctionshape correction suggested bγ 

experimental information on SrCO) and the EXFOR data. 
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A veryint，ぽestingcase where only仕leemitted charged par・
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total (n，xp) measured cross section of91 mb and a (n，p) of 
31 mb would lead to an (n，np) of60 mb. Such a value is 
corroborated by kerma and proton emission experimental 

data on V-51. 



beenperfoロnedby means of direct comparison with measure-

ments of sample material under fusion-relevant neutron spec-

tra. Integral experiments are a rich source of information with 

which a wide range of validation and comparison exercises 

can be made. The broad trends ofthe time dependent values of 

the calculated-to-experimental ratios represent the best esti-

mates of the uncertainties that should be applied to predictions 

made with activation codes. 
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(4) 

(6) 

Around 30 cross sections have been a司justed，in EAF-99， 
on the basis of the integral validation exercises. In addition， 
very importantly， 130 cross sections have been validated. One 
other advantage is that the uncertainty file ofEAF-99 has been 

updated using these findings. 

In the Figur回 thedashed line (Final State = 1) corresponds 

to the first isomeric state while the continuous line (Final State 

= 0) relates to the ground state. 
(8) 

(9) 
Conclusions 

The neutron-induced cross section data included in com-

prehensive activation files such as EAF・99come from sources 

having varying degrees of quality. The processing code 

SYMPAL enables al1 the necessary modifications to be per・
formed in a wel1 defined and quality assured manner. This leads 
to the creation of an activation file that can claim a much higher 

degree of quality than the original sources. The validation of 

the processed data， in various energy ranges， allows the cor-
rectness of the data treatments to be certified at the processing 

stage. 

InEAF司 99，for the first time， results of integral experiments 
have been used to adjust data. Validation of activation code 

predictions， and thereby of cross section and decay data， has 

v. 
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